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Model-based analysis of oligonucleotide arrays: model validation,



















Background: A model-based analysis of oligonucleotide expression arrays we developed
previously uses a probe-sensitivity index to capture the response characteristic of a specific probe
pair and calculates model-based expression indexes (MBEI). MBEI has standard error attached to it
as a measure of accuracy. Here we investigate the stability of the probe-sensitivity index across
different tissue types, the reproducibility of results in replicate experiments, and the use of MBEI in
perfect match (PM)-only arrays. 
Results: Probe-sensitivity indexes are stable across tissue types. The target gene’s presence in
many arrays of an array set allows the probe-sensitivity index to be estimated accurately. We
extended the model to obtain expression values for PM-only arrays, and found that the 20-probe
PM-only model is comparable to the 10-probe PM/MM difference model, in terms of the
expression correlations with the original 20-probe PM/MM difference model. MBEI method is able
to extend the reliable detection limit of expression to a lower mRNA concentration. The standard
errors of MBEI can be used to construct confidence intervals of fold changes, and the lower
confidence bound of fold change is a better ranking statistic for filtering genes. We can assign
reliability indexes for genes in a specific cluster of interest in hierarchical clustering by resampling
clustering trees. A software dChip implementing many of these analysis methods is made available.
Conclusions: The model-based approach reduces the variability of low expression estimates, and
provides a natural method of calculating expression values for PM-only arrays. The standard errors
attached to expression values can be used to assess the reliability of downstream analysis.
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 values for probe sets.  values estimated for probe sets (a) 6457, (b) 1248, and (c) 6571 in six array sets (shown in panels
1-6 from left to right for each probe set).  values (constrained to have sum square equal to number of probes used in each
array set) are on the y-axis, and probe pairs are labeled 1 to 20 on the x-axis. The title of each panel (for example, p = 0)
indicates the proportion of arrays ‘present’ for the target gene in the array set. Large circles represent identified probe-
outliers by negativity or large SE of . 
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Figure 2
Boxplots of average pairwise correlations of s between
two array sets. They are stratified by average lower
presence proportion in two array sets (the presence
proportion of a probe set is the proportion of arrays in an
array set where the target gene is called ‘present’ by
GeneChip’s algorithm). The average is taken over C(6, 2) = 15
pairwise comparison of two array sets for each probe set,
and the correlation is calculated using probes that are not
identified as an outlier in both array sets. The range of the
average lower presence proportion for the six boxplots are:
(0, 0.17), (0.17, 0.34), (0.34, 0.51), (0.51, 0.68), (0.68, 0.85),
(0.85, 1). The title of each boxplot is the number of probe
sets classified into this boxplot. Eleven probe sets with too
few non-outlier probes to calculate  correlations for all 15
comparisons are not included in the boxplots. The average
lower presence proportion and average pairwise correlation













































































































































Histogram of correlations between model-based expression
values estimated using the 20-probe difference model and
those estimated using different models. (a) 10-probe
difference model; (b) 20-probe PM-only model; (c) 20-probe
MM-only model. All comparisons are across the 21 arrays in
array set 1.
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Boxplot of correlations between  values estimated using the 20-probe difference model and s estimated using different
models, stratified by presence proportion. (a) 10-probe difference model; (b) 20-probe PM-only model; and (c) 20-probe
MM-only model. The number of presence calls for a probe set in the 21 arrays and the subpopulation size for the six boxplots
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Figure 5
Log (base 10) expression indexes of a pair of replicate arrays
(array 1 and 2 of array set 5) for different statistical
methods. (a) MBEI method; (b) AD method. Only 6,695 (a)
and 4,696 (b) probe sets with positive values in both arrays
are used. The center line is y = x, and the flanking lines
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Boxplots of average absolute log (base 10) ratios between replicate arrays stratified by presence proportion for different
statistical methods. (a) MBEI method; (b) AD method. The number of presence calls for a probe set in the 58 arrays for the
six boxplots are: 0-9, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-58. The title of each boxplot is the number of probe sets used for the
boxplot. The average is taken over 29 replicate pairs. Log ratios are not calculated for negative expression values or
expression values identified as ‘array-outliers’ by the MBEI method in either array of a replicate pair, and are not used to
calculate the average. 744 probe sets are not included as their average absolute log ratios cannot be calculated for all the 29































































































































































































































































Similar plots as in Figure 6 for another set of 30 pairs of duplicated human U95A arrays. (a) MBEI method; (b) AD
method.The number of presence calls for a probe set in the 60 arrays for the six boxplots are: 0-9, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-
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Table 1
Using expression levels and associated SEs to determine confidence intervals of fold changes
Expression 1 Std Error 1 Expression 2 Std Error 2 Fold Change Lower CB Upper CB
Gene 1 859.635 41.7808 347.57 36.0887 2.47327 2.06844 3.02672
Gene 2 405.72 31.2305 164.014 44.2505 2.47369 1.66938 4.49127
Gene 3 283.931 28.5281 114.705 18.4661 2.47531 1.83926 3.48466
Gene 4 45.9821 64.2419 18.5727 84.5308 2.47579 0 Infinity
Gene 5 225.178 57.489 90.9045 36.1766 2.47709 1.18104 7.48749
Gene 6 247.002 50.6518 99.6642 19.5384 2.47834 1.51079 4.0211
Gene 7 49.9739 21.5345 20.1514 23.5651 2.47992 0.487603 Infinity
Gene 8 276.491 18.6883 111.373 36.1004 2.48256 1.59069 5.34635
Gene 9 436.071 32.9779 175.384 21.0669 2.48638 1.98665 3.18811
Gene 10 75.6914 17.7215 30.4395 17.9707 2.48662 1.07209 86.1656
Gene 11 80.673 25.3085 32.4314 16.9626 2.4875 0.960787 18.1833
Gene 12 181.528 42.4837 72.8751 28.1787 2.49094 1.24668 7.11945
Gene 13 1122.28 99.2835 449.889 63.2821 2.49456 1.92075 3.35055
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Gene clustering. (a) 225 filtered genes are clustered based on their expression profiles across 20 samples. Each gene’s
expression values are standardized to have mean 0 and SD 1 across 20 samples. Dark blue represents low expression level
and dark red high expression level. We might be particularly interested in the cluster colored in blue. (b) The clustering tree
after a particular resampling. Although the original ‘blue’ genes are scattered to various places, we can still determine where
the original cluster is, using the criteria described in the text. (c) After resampling 30 times, the reliability of the genes
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Figure 9
Normalization of gene expression levels between arrays. (a) The CEL intensities (see text) of a pair of replicate arrays
(array 11 and 12 in array set 5) are plotted against each other. The baseline array 11 (shown on the y-axis) is not as
bright as array 12 (shown on the x-axis). The smoothing spline (green curve) deviates from the diagonal line y = x (blue
curve), indicating the need for normalization. (b) The same plot as (a) with superimposed circles representing the
invariant set, on the basis of which a piecewise linear normalization relationship is determined (black dotted line, whose
y-coordinate is the normalized value of array 12). The normalization curve is close to the smoothing spline curve in (a) as
the two arrays are replicated arrays and all probes should be invariant. (c) After normalization (y-axis is the baseline
array 11, and x-axis the normalized value of array 12), the scatterplot centers around the diagonal line and the array 12 is
adjusted to have the similar overall brightness as array 11. The smoothing spline curve is also close to the diagonal line.
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Similar plots as in Figure 9 for arrays hybridized to two different samples (array 24 and 36 of array set 5). (a) CEL intensities;
(b) same plot as in (a) with superimposed circles representing the invariant set; (c) after renormalization; (d) Q-Q plot of
normalized probe intensities. Note that the smoothing spline in (a) is affected by several points at the lower-right corner,
which might belong to differentially expressed genes. The invariant set, on the other hand, does not include these points
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